Your partner for interactive solutions for healthcare.

Your success is our success. We work alongside to help ensure every interactive experience you want to create is successful so you can focus on your business.

Get in touch today.

Enhance patient care with Elo’s healthcare solutions.

Elo’s software agnostic solutions make it easy to integrate with all healthcare platforms to better engage patients and streamline care.
Redefine the healthcare experience for patients & healthcare providers.

**Nurse & Work Stations**
Medical touch monitors provide easy to use platforms for accessing and updating electronic health records, managing patient requests and enabling better collaboration amongst interprofessional healthcare teams.

**Self-Service Solutions**
Elevate patient self-service with digital front door kiosks that make it easy to check-in, manage account information, update electronic medical records, make payments, complete telehealth appointments and simply checkout at the cafeteria.

**Patient Experience**
Digital whiteboards and patient infotainment displays enable healthcare facilities to increase patient education, enable telehealth and keep patients and healthcare providers connected by communicating care plans, assignments and updates to health records.

**Wayfinding & Digital Signage**
Implement wayfinding and point of information touchscreens to make it easier for people to find what they need and where they are going.

Elo is **everywhere**.
Elo invented the touchscreen over 50 years ago and continues to deliver products with low cost of ownership, low failure rates, extended warranties and leading touchscreens that are easy to clean and maintain for public environments.

**Kiosks**
With Elo’s versatile and modular kiosks, healthcare providers can easily deploy interactive self-service solutions that put customers in control.

**Medical-grade Touchmonitors**
Purpose-built for healthcare, Elo’s best in class touchscreen monitors offer IP-54, IEC60601 and DICOM 14.

**Touchscreen Computers**
Get computing power and performance in sleek form factors from 10 to 22-inches for Android and Windows.

**Open Frame Touch Displays**
Designed for easy integration into any enclosure, Elo’s open frames offer sizes from 10 to 43-inches.

**Touchscreen Signage**
Create a consistent experience across all interactive touchpoints from 10 to 65-inches.

**Elo Edge Connect™**
Designed for modularity, easily attach peripherals to the edge of the display including payment devices, barcode scanners, cameras, NFC/RFID and fingerprint scanners.
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